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Adding noise to sensory signals generally decreases
human performance. However, noise can improve
performance too, through a process called stochastic
resonance (SR). This paradoxical effect may be exploited
in psychophysical experiments to provide insights into
how the sensory system processes noise. Here, I develop
an extension on signal detection theory to model
stochastic resonance. I show that the inclusion of lapse
rate allows for the occurrence of stochastic resonance in
terms of the performance metric d 0 , when the criterion is
set suboptimally. High levels of lapse rate, however,
cause stochastic resonance to disappear. It is also shown
that noise generated in the brain (i.e., internal noise)
may obscure any effect of stochastic resonance in
experimental settings. I further relate the model to a
standard equivalent noise model, the linear amplifier
model, and show that lapse rate scales the threshold
versus noise (TvN) curve, similar to the efficiency
parameter in equivalent noise (EN) models. Therefore,
lapse rate provides a psychophysical explanation for
reduced efficiency in EN paradigms. Furthermore, I note
that ignoring lapse rate may lead to an overestimation of
internal noise in EN paradigms. Overall, describing
stochastic resonance in terms of signal detection theory,
with the inclusion of lapse rate, may provide valuable
new insights into how human performance depends on
internal and external noise. It may have applications in
improving human performance in situations where the
criterion is set suboptimally, and it may provide
additional insight into internal noise hypotheses related
to autism spectrum disorder.

Introduction
The brain is an inherently noisy system; much of the
brain’s activity is not driven by external stimulation or
by purposeful internal processes, but by seemingly
random activity: noise. Noise poses a fundamental
problem for information processing (Von Neumann,

$

1956; Shannon, 2001) as it increases variability and
limits the clarity of a signal. Yet, given the abundance of
noise in neural processing, the brain still achieves
remarkably stable perception, presumably because the
brain adapted to its own noisiness and that of its inputs.
Therefore, studying how the brain responds to noise
may help reveal the internal workings of the brain.
Noise is often considered to limit optimal performance
(Von Neumann, 1956; Shannon, 2001). Indeed, the very
deﬁnition of the performance metric d 0 is signal-to-noise
ratio, where increases in noise decrease d 0 (Green &
Swets, 1974). While noise is expected to degrade
performance in general, noise can actually improve
performance. For example, noise can push a subthreshold signal—that would normally lead to chance performance in behavioral tasks—above threshold, and
thereby lead to above-chance level performance, an effect
called stochastic resonance (SR; McDonnell & Abbott,
2009). Note that SR here refers to any occasion where
noise increases performance, and not just cases with
periodic input (McDonnell & Abbott, 2009). SR causes
optimal performance (i.e., highest detectability) to be
reached at non-zero levels of noise. This has potentially
important implications, because it suggests that inducing
SR by adding noise can be used to boost performance of
humans and machines. Because of this potential beneﬁcial effect of noise, it is useful to study SR in more detail,
speciﬁcally in relation to human performance.
In humans, the inﬂuence of noise on performance or
perception is often investigated using paradigms in which
external noise is added to the signal, and performance
thresholds are measured (Lu & Dosher, 2008). A common
method is called the equivalent noise (EN) paradigm,
which is used to estimate internal (brain-generated) noise
(Lu & Dosher, 2008), and has its origins in engineering to
measure noise dependence in electronic ampliﬁers (North,
1942). In the EN paradigm, the overall noise r is assumed
to be a combination of internal noise rint and externally
added noise rext, whose variances add: r2 ¼ r2int þ r2ext . In
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experimental settings, various amounts of external noise
are added to a signal and the effects on detection
thresholds are mapped out. When rext  rint , only
internal noise limits performance. At high levels of
external noise (rext  rint ), performance is determined by
external noise. At intermediate amounts of noise, the
threshold-versus-noise (TvN) curve shows an elbow
separating the two regimes, which is located at the level
where internal and external noise are equivalent; the
location of the elbow thus represents the level of internal
noise.
Although extensively used, the EN paradigm often
only considers two parameters of interest (i.e., internal
noise and efﬁciency). Although several extensions on the
basic EN paradigm exist (Lu & Dosher, 2008) they
almost invariably assume that the brain is optimal at
setting decision thresholds (but see, e.g., Ward & Kitajo,
2005). However, human observers do not always set
decision thresholds optimally (Green & Swets, 1974;
Rahnev & Denison, 2018). This suboptimal behavior
allows for SR (Gong, Matthews, & Qian, 2002), which
indeed has been reported in human observers (Collins,
Imhoff, & Grigg, 1996; Goris, Wagemans, & Wichmann,
2008; McDonnell & Ward, 2011; Moss, Ward, &
Sannita, 2004; Simonotto et al., 1997; Ward, Neiman, &
Moss, 2002). The fact that SR occurs indicates that the
effects of noise are more complicated than often modeled
in EN approaches. (When accurate detection is weighted
more heavily than gaining maximal reward, it is possible
to achieve optimal detection, even when the criterion is
nonoptimal, and, consequently reward is suboptimal; I
do not consider these cases in this report. Here, I assume
that observers strive for maximum reward, and that the
pay-off matrix is symmetric; that is, observers receive
equal rewards and costs for hits and misses.)
Stochastic resonance has been extensively investigated from an engineering point of view, but less so in
humans. A good description of SR in humans is more
complicated because the human sensory system presents some challenges in researching stochastic resonance. First, the noise may originate from one of many
processing levels in the brain, from early sensory, to
later decisional stages, each potentially having different
effects on performance. Second, humans are not
machines, and they suffer from attentional lapses
(induced by, for example, decreased arousal or
vigilance). The inﬂuence of attentional lapses has not
been studied in the stochastic resonance literature, and
in fact is often ignored. Lapse rate is not part of
standard signal detection theory, and though its
existence is acknowledged, it has been considered of
minimal inﬂuence in most instances (Macmillan &
Creelman, 2004). However, to determine the optimal
level of external noise to achieve optimal performance
(i.e., maximal SR), these two speciﬁcally human
challenges need to be better understood.
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Here, I model the inﬂuence of noise in sensory signals
and decision criteria. To provide further insight into the
usefulness of SR as a measure of the inﬂuence of noise
on human perception, I will compare this model to the
EN paradigm (Lu & Dosher, 2008; Pelli, 1981), and ﬁt it
to previously published experimental data.

A signal detection model of
stochastic resonance
Previous work has shown that signal detection
theory can provide a good framework for modeling
stochastic resonance in human behavior. Gong et al.
(2002) used the following equations:
Z ‘
N ðs; r2 Þ ð1Þ
H¼
c

F¼

Z

‘

N ðn; r2 Þ ð2Þ
c

1
p ¼ ðH þ ð1  FÞÞ ð3Þ
2
where H is the hit rate, and F is the false alarm rate, c is
a criterion (i.e., threshold), s is the signal strength, n is
the mean noise strength, N ð:Þ is the normal distribution
with a certain mean (s or n) and variance (r2). The
variable r represents the noise in the system. This
model produced SR for accuracy (p), when c . s.
This model also predicted that in the limit of zero
noise, d 0 , another measure of (human) performance,
increased to inﬁnity. Although this may make sense
when d 0 is interpreted as a signal-to-noise ratio, it does
not when d 0 is considered a metric of human
performance. As a measure of human performance, d 0
should drop to chance level when noise is decreased,
just as accuracy does. This is so because s , c, so that
the signal is smaller than threshold. Therefore, I
extended the model presented by Gong et al. (2002),
with another human characteristic, namely lapse rate k.
Z ‘
N ðs; r2 Þ ð4Þ
H ¼ k þ ð1  2kÞ
c

F ¼ k þ ð1  2kÞ

Z

‘

N ðn; r2 Þ

ð5Þ

c

d 0 ¼ U1 ðHÞ  U1 ðFÞ:
0

ð6Þ

where d is an unbiased measure of performance, k is
the lapse rate (0  k  1/2), U–1 is the inverse of the
cumulative normal distribution function. The variable
r again represents the noise in the system. For our
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purposes, it is important to realize that this noise can
have an external (rext) or internal (brain-generated;
rint) origin, where rext is under control of the
experimenter, while rint is an internal property of the
system under study, that is, the human participant.
The lapse rate k represents the proportion of guesses
that a participant is required to make, due to not
paying attention to the stimulus. In practice, it will also
include other factors, such as accidental response errors
(accidentally pressing a response key that does not
match the percept). When 0 , s , c (i.e., subthreshold
s) and r is small, H and F approach k, and d 0
approaches zero, as required for a measure of
performance. Importantly, without the inclusion of k,
both H and F approach zero as r decreases, but F does
so much faster than H, because n , s, leading d 0 to
increase drastically (see Equation 6).
When k . 0, the model can produce SR for d 0 , as
shown in Figure 1 in which the dependence of d 0 on r is
shown for various levels of signal strength s (indicated
by the boxed numbers), with k ¼ 0.01, and c ¼ 1. When
signal strength is below criterion c (i.e., s , 1), which
without SR would lead to chance performance,
performance rises above chance (i.e., d 0 . 0) for
intermediate levels of r. This is a form of stochastic
resonance. At small r, d 0 does not increase to inﬁnity
(as was found by Gong et al. [2002]), but instead
8
if s , c
< 0;
lim d 0 ¼ U1 ðkÞ; if s ¼ c
ð7Þ
r!0
:
2U1 ðkÞ if s . c:
This behavior is consistent with human performance,
where subthreshold signals (i.e., s , c) lead to chance
performance, and suprathreshold performance is limited by attentional lapse rate.

Detection thresholds
In psychophysical experiments, it is common to
determine the stimulus strength at which performance
reaches some predeﬁned performance levels at various
levels of externally applied noise. Common performance levels in two-choice or two-alternative forced
choice tasks are 75% accuracy, and a d 0 of 1.
By solving Equation 6 for s, one can calculate the
threshold signal strength sth, and thus TvN curves.
Using Mathematicat 10, it was found that
pﬃﬃﬃ 1
sSR
th ¼ c þ 2erf ðAÞ r ð8aÞ
erf
A ¼

h

d ﬃﬃ0
p
2


i
cn
ﬃﬃ Þ
 erf 1 ð1  2kÞ erfðp
2r
–1

where erf and erf

Figure 1. Dependence of d 0 on noise (r), and signal strength (s).
Parameters are k ¼ 0.01, and c ¼ 1, while the different lines are
solutions at different values of s (indicated with the boxed
numbers).

error function, respectively. Note that we will use the
superscript SR to refer to sth speciﬁcally in Equation
8a. When referring to the threshold signal strength
more generally, no superscript it used. In the remainder
of this paper, we will assume n ¼ 0.
When k ¼ 0, this equation reduces to a straight line
sth ¼ d 0 r;

ð9Þ

independent of the criterion, and without a possibility to
yield SR. Rewriting Equation 9 yields d 0 ¼ sth =r, which
is the signal-to-noise ratio (cf., Gong et al., 2002).
When k . 0, SR is possible. Equation 8a is plotted
for various parameter combinations in Figure 2. An
(arbitrary) base-line curve (solid blue) describes a
characteristic threshold-versus-noise (TvN) function
for when SR occurs: detection thresholds are lowest at
intermediate noise levels r. In the following sections,
the inﬂuence of various factors on the shape of this
curve, and the appearance of stochastic resonance, are
investigated. Similar-looking curves are also observed
in various masking paradigms (Solomon, 2009). These
curves, generally, plot increment versus standard values
(i.e., DI vs. I), and not threshold-versus-noise, and it is
not currently known whether these two curves reﬂect a
similar underlying mechanism, although some evidence
suggests that they do (Goris et al., 2008).

The influence of k
;

ð8bÞ

1  2k
are the error function, and inverse
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First, the inﬂuence of lapse rate k is investigated.
With an increase in k (green line; k ¼ 0.07) relative to
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Figure 2. Dependence of detection threshold sth on noise r. All
parameters are as for the reference line (and as in Figure 1),
except where otherwise specified. Reference: d 0 ¼ 1, c ¼ 1, k ¼
0.01; higher c: c ¼ 2; higher rint: rint ¼ 0.25; higher k: k ¼ 0.07;
equivalent noise: rint ¼ 0.25, k ¼ 0, c ¼ s/2. For the higher rint
and equivalent noise curves, the x-axis represents rext.

the reference curve, SR decreases in magnitude, and
the point of maximal SR moves to higher noise levels.
The maximum level of k before SR is lost can be
calculated by setting Equation 8b to zero. Solving for
k in the limit of zero noise gives the maximum value of
k (i.e., kmax):
kmax ¼ 1  Uðd 0 Þ: ð10Þ
Figure 3 shows the dependence of kmax on d 0 . At d 0 ¼
1, a typical value of d 0 in psychophysical experiments
kmax ’ 0:1587. This level of kmax is high compared to
typical lapse rates around 0.06 or less (Wichmann &
Hill, 2001), and suggests that k is not a limiting factor
on the occurrence of SR in many experiments.
A ﬁnal observation is that the effects of k in Figure
2 remain present at large values of r, while other
factors, discussed later, do not have a major effect at
large r.

The influence of criterion, and decision noise
As mentioned earlier, I will assume that observers
strive to maximize expected reward/value, and that
the payoff matrix is symmetric. I will also assume that
there are equal numbers of target-present and targetabsent trials. In this case, the decision criterion is set
optimally when it is set between s and n, and SR
cannot take place. However, c is often set suboptimally (Green & Swets, 1974). The level at which
criterion c is set, has a strong inﬂuence on the vertical
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Figure 3. The maximum lapse rate, dependent on d 0 . The shaded
area allows for SR.

position of the TvN curve. With a higher c, the curve
moves upward, and maximal SR moves to higher
noise levels (Figure 2, red line). In a biological system,
the setting of this decision boundary c is complex, and
still not completely understood. The parameter c
would sensibly be set at a level that is high enough to
prevent many false positives, but low enough to
prevent too many misses. Thus, where c is put
determines how liberal or conservative the decision
stage is. How could suboptimal settings of c arise?
One possibility is that when the signal is weak,
inherent noise in the decision stage could have a large
inﬂuence on the setting of c, something that is
generally ignored in signal detection theory. See, for
example, Gravetter and Lockhead (1973) and Torgerson (1958) for models discussing the inﬂuence of
criterion noise in classiﬁcation tasks. For example, a
‘‘present’’ response could have the requirement that
the decision signal is larger than the Pth percentile of
the response distribution at the decision stage in the
absence of input (i.e., purely noise-driven activity in
the decision stage, here assumed to be normally
distributed). Assuming an unbiased (mean ¼ 0) but
noisy response originating from the decision stage,
the criterion should be set at
c ¼ rd U1 ðPÞ: ð11Þ
In this case, c can be interpreted as reﬂecting noise in a
post-sensory decision stage, which contrasts with the
setting of c in signal detection theory (Green & Swets,
1974; Macmillan & Creelman, 2004). If rd increases, so
does c, which results in an upward shift in the detection
threshold sth, as can be observed in Figure 2.
Conversely, because SR can only occur when c . s,
systems with low decision noise (or alternatively, very
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liberal systems with a low P) are unlikely to show SR.
The condition for SR is that
s
: ð12Þ
rd . 1
U ðPÞ

The influence of internal noise, and
a comparison to the equivalent
noise paradigm
In our model, the noise r is the total amount of noise
in the sensory-perceptual system. One can subdivide r
into two independent components: (a) noise that is
external to the system rext, and, for example, is present
in the stimulus; and (b) noise that is internally
generated rint. Their variances add. In the equivalent
noise paradigm, such as the linear ampliﬁer model (Lu
& Dosher, 2008), this is often rewritten as:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r ¼ r2int þ r2ext : ð13Þ
When inserting this into Equation 8a, one can show
the effect of adding a constant amount of rint on
detection thresholds (Figure 2, purple line). Increases in
rint result in a leftward shift of the TvN curve relative
to the reference curve. The increase in rint simultaneously results in lower thresholds (better performance)
at low rext, while it increases thresholds at high rext.
The former result is due to rint itself causing SR relative
to the condition where rint ¼ 0. In effect, it is moving
the SR dip to the left. With even higher levels of
internal noise, the curve is shifted so far to the left that
the upward arm of the curve at low noise levels
disappears. Even though rint still increases performance
relative to the reference curve in this case, and thus
shows SR, it will not be recognized as such because it
does not present itself as a dip in the TvN curve. I come
back to this in the discussion. Increasing rint even
further will remove SR completely.

A comparison to the equivalent noise paradigm
Instead of assuming a ﬁxed criterion c, as in the
derivations above, the equivalent noise paradigm
assumes that the decision criterion is set optimally; that
is, c ¼ s/2. When this is inserted into Equation 6, and
deriving the detection threshold dependent on performance level (d 0 ) and lapse rate (k), we obtain:
0 !
erfð2dpﬃﬃ2Þ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ
1
r2int þ r2ext : ð14Þ
sEN
th ¼ 2 2 erf
1  2k
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Setting k ¼ 0 (one of the assumptions often made)
results in the standard dependence of the detection
threshold on internal and external noise
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
r2int þ r2ext ð15Þ
¼
d
sEN
th
(when d 0 is set to 1; in fact, setting k ¼ 0 in Equation
8a will result in this same solution, independent on
the setting of c). This dependence is plotted in Figure
2 (dashed curve). Due to the fact that c , s, there is
no SR possible in this description of human
performance.

The relationship between k and efficiency g
Because measured thresholds in psychophysical
experiments are often higher than the optimal thresholds, the EN paradigm often includes an ‘‘efﬁciency’’
parameter g when ﬁtting the curve to experimental
data:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d0
sth ¼
r2int þ r2ext ; ð16Þ
g
where g , 0, which scales the curve up (i.e., higher
detection thresholds).
When looking at Equation 14, one can see that k
provides a scaling factor in our model, similar to g in
equivalent noise paradigms. This relationship makes
intuitive sense, as an increased number of lapses
decreases efﬁciency:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼
AE
r2int þ r2ext : ð17Þ
sEN
th
where AE is a constant, and related to the calculation
efﬁciency (cf. Pelli, 1981), but here abbreviated as AE
(attentional efﬁciency) to capture the fact that it is
determined by attentional lapse rate k:
0 !
pﬃﬃﬃ 1 erfð2dpﬃﬃ2Þ
: ð18Þ
AE ¼ 2 2 erf
1  2k
When equating AE to d 0 /g (see Equation 16) to
derive the relationship between k and g, one ﬁnds
that
d0
 d0  ;
g ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃ
1 erfð2 2Þ
2 2 erf
12k

ð19Þ

and
0

k¼

0

erfð2dpﬃﬃ2Þ  erfð2pdﬃﬃ2gÞ
0

2 erfð2pd ﬃﬃ2gÞ

0

¼

0

d
Uðd2 Þ  Uð2g
Þ
0

d
1  2Uð2g
Þ

:

ð20Þ
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This relationship is plotted in Figure 4 for different
values of d 0 . These results show that lower efﬁciency
can be captured by increased lapse rates.
Overall, the comparison between our model and
the equivalent noise paradigm (speciﬁcally, the
linear ampliﬁer model) suggests that g can be
expressed in terms of k, and thus that lapse rate k
may explain at least part of the suboptimal
efﬁciency (i.e., g , 1) that is often reported in
psychophysical experiments.

The pooling parameter
In some psychophysical experiments, detection
thresholds are actually lower than predicted. This
would imply an efﬁciency .1. Generally, however, the
results are interpreted differently, with total noise
calculated as:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r2int þ r2ext
r¼
; ð21Þ
n
where n . 1 represents a pooling parameter, which
replaces g. Equation 21, in essence, describes an
important property of the central limit theorem, and
n quantiﬁes the number of samples that are taken to
estimate a mean. For example, how many individual
moving dots are combined to estimate a global
pattern motion (e.g., Dakin, Mareschal, & Bex,
2005).
Detection thresholds can be obtained
Equation
qfrom
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8a or Equation 9, by replacing r with ðr2int þ r2ext Þ=n,
while setting c ¼ s/2, k ¼ 0:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
2
0 rint þ rext
sth ¼ d
: ð22Þ
n

Equation 22 and Equation 16 are very closely related
as they describe the same relationship when n is equal
to g2.
I set k ¼ 0, here, because otherwise both g (or k)
and n need to be determined, and as both have the
same scaling effect, the system would be underdetermined. However, in experimental settings, unless participants are experienced and extremely
motivated, it is unlikely that k ¼ 0, and thus a correct
value of the pooling parameter n can only be
obtained if k is also determined independently. One
way of doing that is to run trials without any external
noise, and with a high stimulus strength (i.e., a very
easy detection task). The proportion of incorrect
trials in this condition reﬂects the lapse rate, as
internal noise would not be large enough to inﬂuence
this performance.
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Figure 4. The relationship between efficiency parameter g in
equivalent noise paradigms, and lapse rate k.

Overestimation of internal noise in the EN
paradigm
When comparing the EN results in Figure 2 to those
of the high rint condition, one can observe that the
suboptimal positioning of the criterion c in the latter
case caused an expected increased detection threshold
at low external noise values (left side of the plot). An
important consequence is that the TvN curves are quite
different for these two models even though the internal
noise is the same. Consequently, ﬁtting the equivalent
noise function to experimental data with SR will give
incorrect (over)estimates of internal noise.
One can approximate the overestimation of internal
noise by equating the EN model (Equation 14) and the
SR model (Equation 8a) at rext ¼ 0. Then, while taking
the noise in the SR equation as the actual internal noise
(rint) and that in the EN equation as the estimated
internal noise (^
rint ), we obtain:
r^int ¼ sSR
th =AE;

ð23Þ

which is plotted in Figure 5. Estimated internal noise is
close to actual internal noise when the actual internal
noise is large. However, when the actual internal noise
is low, the estimated internal noise is overestimated.
When k is relatively low, the estimated internal noise is
not even monotonically related to the actual internal
noise. Therefore, the EN paradigm overestimates low
internal noise. The precise amount of overestimation
depends on various parameters (e.g., k, c, d 0 ), and on
the distribution of external noise values tested in
experimental settings, and how much the dip caused by
SR inﬂuences the EN model ﬁt.
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Figure 5. (a) The dependence of r^int on rint, when SR data is fit
with the EN equation. Internal noise is overestimated, especially
at small levels of rint.

Stochastic resonance in terms of
accuracy
I have focused so far on the dependence of SR on
d 0 , because data in terms of accuracy have previously
been reported on in a similar model without k (Gong
et al., 2002). A direct comparison between the current
model and that of Gong et al. (2002) in terms of d 0 and
accuracy is made in Figure 6. As one can see, the
largest difference is in terms of d 0 , and not in terms of
accuracy. In fact, the level of above-chance accuracy
in our model is 1  2k times that of the model where k
¼ 0 (Gong et al., 2002). This ﬁxed relationship means
the analyses by Gong et al. (2002), which rested on
ﬁnding the point where the derivative of accuracy
relative to r was 0, will remain valid in the current
model.

Fitting the model to experimental
data
In order to show the added value of the current
approach, we ﬁtted the current SR model, and the
equivalent noise model to two previously published
datasets. The SR model was constructed by inserting
Equation 13 into Equation 8a, thereby allowing the
modeling of both internal and external noise. The EN
model was taken as Equation 22. We ﬁtted the models
to the average data from Figure 4 in Lu, Chu, and
Dosher (2006), which were extracted from the printed
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Figure 6. (a) The dependence of d 0 on noise r. The warm colors
are for the current model, the cold colors are for those of Gong
et al. (2002). The models are very different at low r, but
converge at high r. (b) The dependence of accuracy [P(correct)]
on r. The current model is a scaled version of the model by
Gong et al. (2002). Parameters were c ¼ 1, k ¼ 0.04.

paper using the online tool, WebPlotDigitizer, v. 4.2. I
picked the data for the 70.7% correct conditions,
because the d 0 in this case is approximately 1. The ﬁts
for the SR model and for the equivalent noise model
are presented in blue and red, respectively, in Figure 7.
These ﬁts clearly show that the SR model captures the
SR behavior at low noise levels better than the EN
model. Comparing the ﬁts, however, shows that at
high noise levels, the EN model ﬁts better. This is
because the EN model allows for pooling, which will
scale down the position of the curve, and will allow the
model to ﬁt the rising part of the data better. The SR
model can be extended in a similar way (Figure 7,
beige curve), which then ﬁts the raising arm much
better. I did not perform extensive model comparisons, but AIC measures indicated that, overall, the
EN ﬁtted the data better than the SR model, but the
SR 0 ﬁtted the data on average equally well on a
session-by-session basis.
I also ﬁtted the data presented by Vilidaite and
Baker (2017). Because the raw data were available
(https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.ﬁgshare.3824250), I
calculated detection thresholds at d 0 of 1 for all
participants and conditions. These were then ﬁtted
with the same three models (EN, SR, and SR 0 ), with
the only difference being that lapse rate values for the
SR 0 model were estimated from the independent
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Figure 7. Model fits to data from (a) Lu et al. (2006), and (b) Vilidaite and Baker (2017). In (a) the different panels show the
average data for different sessions (Sessions 1 and 2, Sessions 3 and 4, Sessions 5 and 6, Sessions 7 and 8, Sessions 9 and 10).
The data were fit with the SR model, the EN model, and a modified version of the SR model (SR 0 ), which included a pooling
parameter, and had the lapse rate k fixed at a value of 0.04. In (b) the different panels show data for S1 to S5, with the same
three models were fit as in (a), except that here for the SR 0 model, lapse rate was taken from an other experiment (double-pass
data), and was taken as the proportion of trials answered incorrectly when the stimulus was of maximum strength and external
noise was absent.

double pass experiment. Lapse rate was taken as the
proportion of trials answered incorrectly when the
stimulus was of maximum strength and external noise
was absent. This approach to estimate lapse rate
presents a way to reduce the number of free
parameters in the model. Overall, the same conclusions apply to this second dataset, in that EN ﬁtted the
data better than the SR model, but the SR 0 ﬁtted the
data on average equally well on a subject by subject
basis.
Compared to the EN model, the estimated internal
noise levels in the SR and SR 0 model are about an
order of magnitude smaller (10 vs. 1%) in the Lu et al.
(2006) data set, and a factor of 2 in the Vilidaite and
Baker (2017) dataset. The levels of noise between the
EN and SR models do not appear to correlate within
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each dataset, although this could be because there are
only a limited number of observations. The estimated
levels of lapse rate are reasonable and range between
0.15% and 3.2%, and 0.01% and 0.07% in the two
datasets for the SR model. We have not made further
attempts to ﬁt this data with more complex models, as
the aim here was merely to show that the SR model
presents a viable alternative to the EN model and thus
is a potentially useful extension on the signal-detection
framework. The model can be expanded, and potentially improved by including, for example, multiplicative noise, induced noise, or other factors (see, e.g.,
the perceptual-template model; Lu et al. [2006]). The
ﬁtting procedures used in this report are available on
the Open Science Framework website (https://osf.io/
q3x2k/).
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Discussion
I have presented a model that explains SR in a signal
detection framework, adding the human characteristic
of lapse rate. The inclusion of lapse rate allows for
stochastic resonance to be calculated at various levels
of the performance metric d 0 , in addition to accuracy.
The model produces experimentally observed threshold-versus-noise functions, when plotting threshold
signal strength versus noise (TvN). I compared the
current model of SR to the equivalent noise paradigm,
and show that the lapse rate may be used to explain the
suboptimal ‘‘efﬁciency’’ that is often found in experimental paradigms, as it scales the TvN curve up. I also
argue that ﬁtting data with the equivalent noise
approach when SR is present can lead to overestimates
of the level of internal noise. Indeed, our model ﬁts
showed that the SR model showed a 2-times to about
10-times reduction of internal noise estimates compared to the equivalent noise paradigm.
In our model, the lapse rate has a strong inﬂuence on
SR. With a zero lapse rate, the model reduces to the
standard signal detection theory, and equivalent noise
model. With non-zero lapse rates, SR can occur. With a
typically employed performance levels of d 0 ¼ 1, the
maximum lapse rate is about 0.16 before SR is lost.
This is relatively high, and unlikely to be reached in
most psychophysical experiments, suggesting that SR
could be observed in many experiments. However,
lapse rates increase when people perform dual-tasks
(Buckley, Helton, Innes, Dalrymple-Alford, & Jones,
2016), and when they are tired (Anderson et al., 2012),
and thus even with a relatively lenient performance
level of d 0 ¼ 1, SR may not be observed. When more
stringent performance levels are employed such as d 0 ¼
2, or d 0 ¼ 3, the maximum lapse rate rapidly declines to
;0.023, and ;0.0013, which are at or below typically
observed lapse rates (Wichmann & Hill, 2001),
resulting in weak or absent SR.
Overall, our modeling showed that including nonzero lapse rates (and suboptimal placement of criterion)
in an extension of the signal detection theory leads to
predictions that ﬁt experimental data better when
stochastic resonance occurs. Additionally, it ﬁts data
well that do not show signs of stochastic resonance
(e.g., Figure 7b, panel 3), by assuming a zero lapse rate,
or high internal noise, or a combination of the two.
Whether a researcher decides to ﬁt such data with an
equivalent noise approach, or the current stochastic
resonance model depends on theoretical considerations
(whether one accepts the underlying assumptions of
signal detection theory, and additions to it), and
practical considerations (e.g., are there enough data to
warrant adding additional degrees of freedom that the
SR model has). I would argue here that, in general, it is
at least important to consider the existence of
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stochastic resonance, and consider ﬁtting the data with
the current model to investigate whether the conclusions still hold when reasonable assumptions such as
non-zero attentional lapses and suboptimal placements
of criteria are accepted.
This report also shows that the position of the
decision criterion has a large inﬂuence on the signal
detection thresholds. When the criterion is increased,
detection thresholds also increase. I propose that the
criterion level may depend on the noise in the decision
stage, as well as on how liberal or conservative the
decision stage is. SR is only possible in humans that
have a noisy decision stage (large decision noise), or
those that are quite conservative (i.e., need a strong
signal before they say ‘‘present’’). In this report, I have
not considered the various ways in which a decision
could be made more conservative/liberal, but these
mechanisms include nonsymmetric payoff matrices,
and unequal proportions of present and absent trials.
The current framework also allows one to model
inﬂuences of internal noise (rint). When internal noise is
small it allows for SR, but when internal noise is large,
SR will disappear. This effect potentially explains why
SR is not observed more often than it is. Low amounts
of rint cause SR in their own right, just as external noise
does. In Figure 2, this can be observed as a decrease in
thresholds at low external noise (on the left of the plot),
compared to the reference curve. In psychophysical
settings, however, this would not be interpreted as rintinduced SR (but see, Aihara, Kitajo, Nozaki, &
Yamamoto, 2008), because in most experiments,
internal noise is a ﬁxed value that is not manipulated
(and thus a reference curve is lacking).
One could potentially design experiments to manipulate internal noise. For example, it has been suggested
that inattention increases internal noise (Rahnev et al.,
2011; Lu & Dosher, 1998), which could counterintuitively cause a decrease in detection threshold through
SR in inattention conditions. Alternatively, one could
use an individual differences approach to investigate
whether internal noise causes SR. With this approach,
one would predict that individuals with moderate levels
of internal noise have lower (detection) thresholds than
individuals with either low or high levels of internal
noise (Aihara et al., 2008). In this context, it is
interesting that SR has been proposed as a potential
explanation for the increased perceptual functioning of
people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) on some
perceptual tasks (Simmons et al., 2009). Speciﬁcally, it is
argued that people with ASD have increased levels of
internal noise (Dinstein et al., 2012; Milne, 2011;
Simmons et al., 2009), and thus could outperform
typically developing (TD) individuals, who have low
internal noise, on some tasks due to SR. Incidentally, the
TvN curves in Figure 2, can further explain the general
ﬁnding that interindividual variation in task perfor-
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mance is larger in the ASD group than in the TD group,
because with low noise, the TD group would fall on a
relatively ﬂat part of the curve, while with intermediate
noise, the ASD group would fall in an area of the curve
where small changes in internal or external noise can
lead to large changes in threshold measurements.
Overall, these speculations suggest that SR may have
a more important role in human performance than
often realized. Even in the literature, unidentiﬁed SR
signatures are present in some data (e.g., Dakin et al.,
2005; Lu et al., 2006; Mareschal, Bex, & Dakin, 2008),
which were missed because the data were ﬁtted with an
equivalent noise approach (which does not allow for
SR). Combined with the data that already showed SR
(Collins et al., 1996; Goris et al., 2008; Moss et al.,
2004; Simonotto et al., 1997; Ward et al., 2002), these
data suggest that beneﬁcial effects of noise (i.e., SR)
may be more common than acknowledged, even in
human performance. Our model may help determine
which factors play important roles in determining when
(and in whom) SR occurs.
Keywords: detection, noise, stochastic resonance,
attention
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